
MEMO: July 3, 1978
TO: Alice Booth with g. 

,
Tsengas

FROM: Richard Bdbaí
RE: H.R. 12523

Fiscal 1978 fig e aren't in for the Massachusetts Senior Citizens Property
tax deferral program yet, but you're quite correct that fiscal 1977 par-

ticipation was low (354 applications).

While there are a number of similarities to H.R. 12523 with clause 41A of

Chapter 5985 of the Massachusetts General Laws there are also a number~rrf-

important disimilarit1Mh'serve to inhibit reliance on the existing
state p

1) The state program charges 8 per cent interest, while this would be

a Federal subsidy under H.R. 12523;

2) Participants must have lived in the State for 10 years;

3) The amount of available deferral is significantly less than under

H.R. 12523, i.e. 50 per cent of "full and fair cash value" as opposed

to 90 per cent of unmortgaged market value.

H.R. 1252 plö7ITiliiôFémtief-ttrproperty tax payers of States with less
generous provisions for forgiving tax liability of broad groups of citizens

than Massachusetts. Many taxpayers who may be inclined to use a deferral ff7v&¼.,

benefit more by claiming a senior citizen exemption, veterans exemption aed-Ar'

so forth. This is not an argument against a lien program, but rather commends

in favor of such a program which might fill gaps in the law where senior

citizens fall through cracks between the other direct subsidy provisions.

Mrs. Bazes, Mass. Department of Taxation (Property Tax Division), told

me fiscal 1978 figures may show substantially broader use of the lien program

because of the spreading use of "full and fair cash value" assessment rules

throughout the State, which is tied into some provisions of the lawg H.R.
12523 wouldn't require any particular assessment methodology.

Additionally, as presently written, any major use of clause 41A could disrupt

the cash flow of local governments in the State. Of course, the element of

H.R. 12523 which should encourage the proliferation of lien programs is pre-

cisely that it provides a mechanism to Federally finance, through loans and

loan guarantees, anny temgoggly_rgygnue_diss_r_u es aused b

somfa of their property tax base shiftingo a d rr_aal staa u . Thi in turn,

would de ñYi-vi¥rJT~a'gover_nmgnjss olliJn
prograinTTnstead of outright tax abatement which does indeed result in permanent

revenurtosslinäl'1-ää f̄émporary disruption.

Finally, many senior citizens psychologically resist the idea of a lien against

their property. But this resistance isn't wholly rational, since even an

8 per cent loan secured by real property is somewhat soft in today's financial

markets. Therefore, especially with even lower or no interest loans, I strongly

suspect such resistance will erode rapidly the negative connotation of a lien

and as inf ormation about the program circulates more widely,

allowing more careful calculations by eligible senior citizens of where their
self-interest lies 5 €
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In sum, I think there are sufficient reasons to commend this Federal effort

even in light of the slow start of the 4$A deferra{program in Massachusetts

with its select similarities. The H.R. 12523ÏnTŸ creates additional options

for Massachusetts senior citizens, while not limiting any that presently exist.


